Installer - Refactor #27785

Drop values matching module defaults from Katello scenarios
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Related issues:
Blocked by Installer - Refactor #27784: Drop Katello migrations prior to 3.6.0

Associated revisions
Revision b3f2c7f0 - 09/09/2019 12:22 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Refs #27785 - Handle katello not being a hash in migrations

Revision 3c582370 - 09/09/2019 12:22 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
Fixes #27785 - Remove redundant defaults from Katello
These answers match the default in modules so don't add any value. In the case of package names they can even break on other platforms.

History
#1 - 09/04/2019 04:48 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Blocked by Refactor #27784: Drop Katello migrations prior to 3.6.0 added

#2 - 09/04/2019 04:50 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman-installer/pull/386 added

#3 - 09/09/2019 12:23 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added

#4 - 09/09/2019 01:01 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset installer|3c58237084c5060a93472f486c49d5d463dd6d27.